
MATHS OLYMPIAD WORKSHEET -1 (CLASS II) 

Tick the  correct option 

    1) The third largest number among the following is 

484,646,488,286,268,664 

         a) 646           b) 488                  c) 484  
 
  2) 20 X 2 X 0 = 

         a) 40                    b) 0          c) 80 

  3) I am an even number. I am more than 30 but less than 40. The sum of my digits is 9 .  

         a) 35                                  b) 39                   c) 36   

 4) 80 + 16 = _____________ tens + _____________ ones. 

        a) 9 and 6                   b) 8 and 7       c) 8 and 7 

5)  Two fives + 6 = _____________ 

        a) 20                    b) 10          c) 16 

6) There were 99 eggs in a carton. Out of which 45 broke. How many eggs are left? 

        a) 54                   b) 50          c) 14064 

7) The place value of 9 in the sum 140 +9 is 

        a) ones                                b) tens                             c) hundreds 

8)In test Raghav secured 10 more marks than Naveen. Naveen secured 5 more marks 

than the passing marks. If passing marks is 25 then how much marks did Raghav secure? 

       a) 30                                    b) 40                                c) 45 

9)If ABCK = 1234 then back = ? 

       a) 2154                                b) 4321                           c) 2134 

10)T he number of oranges in 6 dozen 

       a) 76                    b) 27        c) 72 

11) There are 54 students in 6 sections. How many students are there in each section? 

      a) 6                      b) 9                 c) 5 

12) (204 x  903)  x  406 = (903  x  406)  x _____________ 

     a) 204                   b) 903            c) 1309 



MATHS OLYMPIAD WORKSHEET -2 (CLASS II)

Tick the correct option

1) Which one of the following is true?

         a) 3+3+3 =333                              b) 3 x 3 x 3=9                              c) 1 x 1 x 1 =1

2) A three digit number is 22 more than three digit smallest number. What will be the 
   digit at its hundreds place.

          a) 102                                             b) 122                                            c) 112

3) Find the value of             if 30 +             =45 and 45 -            = 30

          a) 5                                                  b) 10                                             c) 15

4) Which oval gives the answer smaller than 96 ?

a)      12+87                                    b)       13 x 6                                 c)    100 - 2

5)The sum of two numbers is 598. if one number is 235. The other number is 

          a) 363                                              b) 633                                           c) 833

6) How many groups will be formed of the following ducks. If we keep five ducks in 
     each group.

          a) 4                                                  b) 3                                               c) 5

7) Look at the following table and find the sum of A + B.  number  sum
                                                                                                   15 + 27    42
  a) 37                       b) 27                  c) 7                                A + 18     25
                                                                                                   20 + B      50
8)  Add 310 + 220, is the sum

a) less than 550                             b) equal to 550                             c) more than 550

9) The numeral of four hundred seven

          a) 47                                                b) 470                                           c) 407

10) Fill in the missing numbers

          a) 24 and 40                                   b) 20 and 38                                 c) 18 and 36

11) Multiplication fact for the following

                           +                    +                    +

          a) 4 x 3                                            b) 3 x 4                                         c) 4+ 3
                                                                                                                                                                                       

 

16           24    32   
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